Tailored height gradients in vertical nanowire arrays via mechanical and electronic modulation of metal assisted chemical etching
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Abstract

In current top-down nanofabrication methodologies the design freedom is generally constrained to the two lateral dimensions, and is only limited by the resolution of the employed nanolithographic technique. However, nanostructure height, which relies on certain mask-dependent material deposition or etching techniques, is usually uniform, and on-chip variation of this parameter is difficult and generally limited to very simple patterns. Herein, we present a novel nanofabrication methodology that enables the generation of high aspect-ratio nanostructure arrays with height gradients in arbitrary directions by a single and fast etching process. Based on metal-assisted chemical etching using a catalytic gold layer perforated with nanoholes, we demonstrate how nanostructure arrays with directional height gradients can be accurately tailored by: i) the control of the mass transport through the nanohole array, ii) the mechanical properties of the perforated metal layer, and iii) the conductive coupling to the surrounding gold film to accelerate the local electrochemical etching process. The proposed technique, enabling 20-fold on-chip variation of nanostructure height in a spatial range of a few microns, offers a new tool for the creation of novel types of nano-assemblies and metamaterials with interesting technological applications in fields such as nanophotonics, nanophononics, microfluidics or biomechanics.
Top-down nanofabrication provides several routes to create nanostructured substrates whose material- and structure-specific properties have led to many new technological applications. These nanofabrication methods typically rely on the creation of a 2D mask, whose creative design is solely limited by the resolution of the employed lithographic technique, turning the cross-sectional area of the nanostructure into a precisely tunable on-chip variable. However, despite being accurately controllable, the nanostructure height is generally homogeneous across the chip, restricting its use as a versatile parameter. Height offers an additional variable to modify the optical, mechanical, magnetic and electronic properties of the nanostructures. For example, it can be employed to fine-tune the optical resonances in metal and dielectric nanostructures,[1-3] the spring constant and mechanical resonance frequency of nanopillars,[4] the thermal conductance in silicon nanowires,[5] or the magnetic behavior in ferromagnetic nanowires.[6] Therefore, the ability to vary in a controlled way the height within an array of nanostructures could offer a novel degree of freedom to engineer metamaterials and nanodevices with unprecedented optical, acoustic, thermal, electronic, mechanical or magnetic properties. These innovative applications would require the creation of nanostructure arrays with height gradients at the nano/micrometer-scale in predefined directions. However, current top-down nanofabrication techniques offer very limited capabilities to vary the height of the nanostructures. Some exceptions exist, such as mechanically shuttered physical vapor deposition, 3D gray-scale lithography[7] or 3D two-photon polymerization,[8, 9] but these techniques are generally restricted to simple linear height gradients and low aspect ratios, or exhibit poor lateral resolutions. To surpass these design limitations, herein we present a novel method to fabricate arrays of high aspect-ratio vertical silicon nanowires with precisely adjustable height gradients in arbitrary directions,[10] which enables the creation of nanostructures with a 20-fold on-chip height variation (from ca. 50 to ca. 1000 nm) within a spatial range of a few microns via a single and fast etching process.
This new approach relies on a process denoted as metal assisted chemical etching (MACE).[11] In general, MACE exploits the catalytic activity of a noble metal that physically contacts both silicon and an etching solution composed of HF and an oxidizing agent, typically H₂O₂. During MACE, the H₂O₂ is first reduced at the cathode (i.e. the liquid/metal interface) and, at the anode (i.e. the metal/silicon interface), the generated electronic holes (h⁺) are injected into the silicon, causing its oxidation and subsequent dissolution by HF via the formation of soluble H₂SiF₆. Therefore, when a thin metal film perforated with nanoholes is used as catalyst, fast silicon etching is assured underneath the metal, while the exposed silicon inside the holes is etched at a much lower rate, hence assuring the formation of vertical 3D nanostructures that can reach very high aspect ratios.[11] Searching for ways to control and tune the height of these silicon nanostructures, herein we demonstrate that the MACE rate is accurately regulated by the balance of mechanical and van der Waals forces acting in the perforated metal layer, the mass transport rate through the nanohole array, and its conductive coupling to the surrounding metal. This regulation of the MACE process, enables the local nano-scale control of the etching rate to achieve arrays of vertical nanowire with height gradients in any direction in a single, fast and cost effective process.

The main findings of this work are gathered in Fig. 1, which illustrates three different catalytic conditions to spatially modulate the MACE rate: i) a circular nanohole array in a 20 nm thick gold layer that is mechanically and electrically connected to the surrounding gold film, resulting in a nanopillar array with a radial height gradient; ii) a nanohole array that is mechanically and electrically isolated from the surrounding metal, generating a nanopillar array with a homogenous height, but showing a four-fold reduction of the MACE rate, and iii) a nanohole array that is only mechanically and electrically connected to the surrounding metal via a gold nanochannel, yielding a nanopillar array with approximately uniform heights and an etching rate similar to that at the center of the fully connected array.
Mechanical, geometrical and electronic control of MACE rate to generate height gradients

The mechanisms behind this peculiar etching behavior can be explained as follows. First, the injection of $h^+$ through the metal oxidizes the first silicon layer underneath the metal. This enables HF, which can penetrate underneath the gold layer through the nanoholes, to dissolve the oxidized silicon. Once underneath the metal, HF can solely penetrate a certain distance in the outward radial direction of the nanoholes (ca. 700 nm), up to a point where the reaction is stopped due to a lack of mass transport. During MACE, the nanoholes at the perimeter of the array in Fig. 1a become a stopping barrier for the reaction, while the surrounding homogeneous gold film forms a mechanical clamp for the perforated metal film, which can mechanically behave as an elastic or plastic membrane. Once the first silicon layers are etched, there are two main forces that drive the mechanics of the etching process (Fig. 2a): the attractive van der Waals force between the gold film and the silicon substrate,[12, 13] and the mechanical restoring force of the perforated membrane. The former is given by:

(eq. 1) \[ F_{vdW} = \frac{C}{6\pi s^3} A (1 - \phi) \]

where $C$ is the Hamaker constant, $s$ the separation between the gold layer and the substrate, $A$ the total membrane area, and $\phi$ the fraction of membrane covered by the nanoholes. Such fraction can be approximated by $\phi \approx \frac{\pi D_{nh}^2}{4P^2}$ (Supporting Information S1), where $D_{nh}$ is the nanohole diameter and $P$ the periodicity.

The mechanical restoring force in the elastic regime of a clamped, circular and perforated membrane, subjected to a homogeneous load can be approximated by:[14]

(eq. 2) \[ F_{mech} = -\frac{64\pi E t^3}{3D^2 (1 - \nu^2)} (1 - \phi) H_{center} \]
where $E$ and $\nu$ are the Young’s Modulus and Poisson ratio of the metal, respectively, $t$ the metallic layer thickness, $D$ the diameter of the array, and $H_{\text{center}}$ the deformation depth at the center of the array (Fig. 2b), which can be easily retrieved by measuring the height of the nanostructures.

By comparing equations 1 and 2, one can first observe that both forces have the same dependence on the fraction of membrane covered by nanoholes. As a result, the nanohole diameter and periodicity should not influence the mechanics of the etching process, even though we will show below that the edge-to-edge distance between nanoholes plays a key role to control the mass transport, and thereby the local etching rate.

We first theoretically analyze the forces governing MACE mechanics keeping a constant $\phi$ ($D_{\text{nh}} = 200$ nm, $P = 400$ nm). We consider two possible scenarios for $F_{\text{vdW}}$: the interaction between gold and silicon or between gold and silicon oxide, which are represented by two different Hamaker constants, $C_{\text{AuSi}} = 2.7 \times 10^{-19}$ J and $C_{\text{AuSiO}_2} = 2.5 \times 10^{-20}$ J, respectively,[13] that take into account the presence of the liquid (i.e. water) between both surfaces. The gold-silicon interaction represents the upper limit of $F_{\text{vdW}}$, since either the formation of a nanoporous silicon structure or an intermediate SiO$_2$ layer below the metal during the etching process will cause a substantial decrease in the force amplitude. The formation of intermediate interfacial SiO$_2$ can be assumed at high h$^+$ injection currents,[11, 12] which is the case when the membrane is electrically connected to the surrounding metal film (Figs. 1a and 1c), as we will point out below.

The continuation of MACE requires that $F_{\text{vdW}} > F_{\text{mech}}$ to maintain the catalyst layer and the silicon substrate in mutual contact. Figure 2 compares the magnitude of $F_{\text{vdW}}$ and $F_{\text{mech}}$ as a function of the separation distance ($s$) between the gold layer and the silicon substrate, and of the mechanical deformation at the center of the membrane ($H_{\text{center}}$), respectively, for different diameters ($D$) and thicknesses ($t$) of the metal membrane. We can assume that $F_{\text{vdW}}$ is constant for a given HF and H$_2$O$_2$ concentration, i.e. the factor $s$ is kept approximately constant during the etching process. In
contrast, $F_{mech}$ linearly increases with the etching depth. The calculations of Fig. 2 show two different regimes. When the gold layer thickness is 20 nm and the diameter of the membrane is larger than 10 µm, $F_{vdW} \gg F_{mech}$ considering both Au/Si and Au/SiO$_2$ van der Waals interactions. In these conditions $F_{mech}$ can be practically neglected and the mechanics of the etching process will be driven by van der Waals interactions. As a result of such large force difference, we expect that the etching process will be able to mechanically deform the gold membrane and to overcome its ultimate strength, thus leading to the uncontrolled rupture of the membrane. In contrast, for $D$ smaller than 10 µm, or for gold layers thicker than 50 nm, $F_{vdW}$ and $F_{mech}$ can be in the same range, and it is even possible to find values of $s$ and $H_{center}$ for which $F_{vdW} = F_{mech}$. When this condition is fulfilled, the etching process will be stopped, since the gold layer will not be able to get closer to the silicon substrate to continue the catalytic oxidation. For a 100 nm thick gold layer, the calculations predict that $F_{mech}$ can be initially larger than $F_{vdW}$, which will prevent continuation of MACE after the first silicon layers are etched.

In the conditions of Fig. 1a, $F_{vdW}$ is substantially larger than $F_{mech}$, leading to the initial downward movement of the metal film at the center of the membrane. Due to the mechanical clamping, tensile stress is built up at the edge of the membrane, thereby mechanically deforming the catalytic metal sheet. As MACE continues, this effect slowly expands radially inwards. The result of this mechanically modulated etching process is an array of silicon nanopillars whose height increases towards the center of the membrane, generating a nanopillar array with a radial height gradient. Thus, as long as the metal layer is able to elastically or plastically deform, MACE will progress, adapting its shape to the underlying silicon substrate. Indeed, Figs. 1a and 1c, displaying a similar etching depth when both membranes are electrically connected to the surrounding metal film also confirm the negligible effect of $F_{mech}$ in these conditions.
To gain a deeper control of the mechanics that govern the formation of these nanopillar arrays with height gradients, we have carried out a systematic analysis of the fundamental parameters \((t, D, D_{nh},\) and \(P)\) that strongly influence the rigidity of the perforated membrane. Throughout this analysis we maintained the same MACE conditions \((10\% \text{ HF}, 0.5\% \text{ H}_2\text{O}_2, 2\text{-min etching time})\). To demonstrate the large influence of membrane rigidity on the etching rate, we first analyze nanohole arrays with different metal thickness and similar values of \(D, D_{nh}\) and \(P\). As Fig. 3a indicates, very rigid metal membranes \((t = 100 \text{ nm})\) exhibit negligible etching, whereas there is a drastic increase of the etching rate at the center of the membranes as \(t\) is reduced to 20 nm. These results confirm that \(F_{\text{mech}}\) is initially larger than \(F_{\text{vdW}}\) in 100 nm thick membranes, thereby preventing the continuation of MACE. The height gradients in the nanostructured arrays are maximized for the thinnest metal layers, motivating the selection of \(t = 20 \text{ nm}\) for the analysis of the remaining membrane parameters.

The second parameter that strongly influences \(F_{\text{mech}}\) is the membrane diameter (Fig 3b). For every combination of \(D_{nh}\) and \(P\), the etching rate increases as \(D\) becomes larger, leading to nanopillars with larger height at the array center. Interestingly, for \(D > 20 \mu \text{m}\) the observed growth exhibits signs of saturation, whereas for smaller array diameters \((D \leq 20 \mu \text{m})\) a steep monotonic decrease of \(H_{\text{center}}\) is measured as \(D\) is reduced. Such steep decrease in the MACE rate is a clear signature of the increasing influence of \(F_{\text{mech}}\), which is consistent with the predictions of Fig. 2, showing that \(F_{\text{mech}}\) and \(F_{\text{vdW}}\) can be of the same order of magnitude for \(D = 5 \mu \text{m}\) and \(t = 20 \text{ nm}\).

From the morphological characterization of the nanopillar arrays it is possible to estimate the total mechanical deformation of the metal membrane during MACE. Such deformation is obtained by calculating the incremental change in area of the perforated membrane \((dA)\) that, assuming that the bent metal film can be approximated by a spherical capped geometry, can be expressed as (Supporting information S2):
(eq. 3) \[ dA = \frac{4H_{\text{center}}^2}{(1 + \frac{D_D}{4r_D})D^2} \]

Figure 3b shows that larger arrays \((D > 20 \, \mu m)\) experience low deformations \((dA < 0.5\%)\) after a 2-min-etch. However, for \(D < 20 \, \mu m\), \(dA\) increases exponentially as \(D\) becomes smaller. In general, the mechanical deformation is maximized for the smallest nanopillar arrays \((D = 5 \, \mu m)\), proclaiming that these arrays are subjected to the largest amount of mechanical tension. In fact, these arrays are the first ones that fracture for slightly increased etching times (larger than 2 min, Supporting information S3). As can be observed in these figures, \(dA\) is limited to 3\%, thus defining a rough limit for the maximum plastic deformation of these arrays for 20 nm thick gold layers. For longer etching times all metal membranes ultimately undergo mechanical rupture, confirming that \(F_{vdW} > F_{mech}\) in all the analyzed cases when the film thickness is 20 nm.

Interestingly, high resolution SEM imaging enables determining the separation distance between the membrane and the silicon substrate during MACE, by measuring the distance between the end of the metal film and the lateral surface of the nanopillar at its base (Fig. 2a). SEM images show that \(s\) varies in a range from 7 to 10 nm (Supporting information S4). These values are substantially larger than those deduced by Lai et al.[13] thus reflecting the highly amplified \(h^+\) injection current in our experimental conditions.

Thicker metal membranes can be used to generate mechanical conditions in which \(F_{mech}\) matches \(F_{vdW}\) during the etching process, thereby stopping MACE at a specific etching depth (Supporting information S5). The possibility to reach the force equilibrium in 50 nm thick membranes has enabled us to extract important parameters, such as the van der Waals pressure \((\sigma_{vdW})\) and the Hamaker constant for our etching conditions. These results indicate that \(\sigma_{vdW}\) is in the range of 2 kPa, \(i.e.\) considerably lower than the estimations by Lai et al.[13] which is consistent with the large \(s\) values observed in the SEM images. Indeed, assuming an average \(s = 9 \, \text{nm}\), the retrieved Hamaker
constant is $C = 2.7 \times 10^{-20}$ J, which is very close to that expected for Au/SiO$_2$ interaction (Supporting information S5). These values confirm that: i) the h$^+$ injection current is highly amplified, and ii) the etching process follows the intermediate formation of a SiO$_2$ layer.

The nanohole diameter and periodicity also play an important role in the MACE rate modulation (Fig. 3b). Increasing $D_{nh}$ or reducing $P$ results in higher etching rates. We have previously argued that the metal filling fraction should not affect the mechanics of MACE. However, both $D_{nh}$ and $P$ have a strong impact on the mass transport dynamics and thereby on the etching rate. Figure 1a shows that MACE is stopped at the perimeter of the membrane, and the maximum penetration distance of the etching solution is ca. 700 nm. Therefore, the metal distance between nanoholes is the key parameter to control the mass transport rate, and this parameter can be represented by the edge-to-edge distance ($d_{ee}$) between nanoholes. Figure 3c depicts the etching rate as a function of $d_{ee}$ in two cases in which the mechanical force have a negligible ($D = 40 \mu$m) or substantial influence ($D = 5 \mu$m) on MACE mechanics. Both cases show the $d_{ee}^{-1}$ dependence expected from Fick’s law of diffusion (Supporting information S6). Consequently, $d_{ee}$ reduction permits a faster mass interchange underneath the metal membrane and a local increase of the MACE rate, thereby providing another parameter to engineer the height gradients in the nanostructure arrays. For $D = 5 \mu$m, the mechanical restoring force induces a decrease in the slope of the $d_{ee}^{-1}$ dependence. Such change in the slope is not due to a variation in HF diffusivity, but to the drop in the concentration gradient underneath the metal as a result of the slower conversion rate of HF and Si into H$_2$SiF$_6$.

From Fig. 3c we can determine the diffusion coefficients of HF across the membrane, which are $12 \times 10^3$ nm$^2$/s and $4 \times 10^3$ nm$^2$/s for $D$ equal to 40 μm and 5 μm, respectively. Such reduction in the diffusion coefficient clearly reflects the influence that the mechanical restoring force exerts on the etching rate.
Next to the mechanical and mass transport control, we discovered another interesting parameter to fine-tune the MACE rate and to tailor the height gradients. Mechanical isolation of nanohole arrays assure uniform nanopillar heights (see Fig. 1b) due to the suppression of the clamping provided by connection to the rest of the metal film. However, surprisingly, despite the absence of the mechanical restoring force, nanopillar heights are four-fold lower than those of mechanically constrained membranes. Even more strikingly, the presence of just a tiny metal contact between the array and the surrounding metal fully re-establishes the MACE rate across the whole array (Fig. 1c). This observation is explained by closely analyzing the charge transfer phenomena that occur during MACE. When MACE starts, \( h^+ \) are injected across the entire silicon surface, thereby creating a thin layer of oxidized silicon below the metal. Nevertheless, it is only at the perforated membrane, where the HF can penetrate through the nanoapertures, and dissolve the oxidized silicon. At this point, direct contact of the metal layer with non-oxidized silicon only exists underneath the perforated membrane, spatially restricting further injection of \( h^+ \)– and the MACE process– to this very region. Interestingly, electric contact between the nanohole array and the surrounding metal enables \( h^+ \) generated across the entire gold surface to move through the conduction band of the metal, and to be injected into the silicon underneath the perforated membrane. The latter assures an amplified \( h^+ \) density at the etching front, and, since the MACE rate strongly depends on this density,[15, 16] an enhanced MACE rate is expected to keep the charge balance in the electrochemical process. As a result, all metal that contacts the etching solution acts as a cathode, but only the small metal membrane is continuously acting as anode. Under these conditions the surrounding metal behaves as a pool of \( h^+ \) to amplify the MACE rate by a factor of four. In contrast, the closed metal-free frame around the nanohole arrays prevents electronic holes from reaching the perforated metal membrane. In this case, the cathode area is shrunk down, coinciding in size with the metal membrane, and thus, with the anode. Consequently, only the \( h^+ \) injected at the membrane can contribute to MACE, yielding a much lower hole density at the etching front, and
hence, a lower etching rate. Nevertheless, when the metal-free frame contains a narrow metal channel (Fig. 1c) the electrical contact is re-established, thereby enabling the full contribution of the $h^+$ generated at the surrounding metal to amplify the MACE process again.

These results unambiguously confirm that the MACE rate is heavily conditioned by whether or not the nanohole array is isolated from the surrounding gold film and, what is even more interesting from a technological perspective, that the final height gradients can be accurately controlled by the total metal area that contacts the perforated membrane. To demonstrate such capability, we fabricated perforated metal membranes surrounded by frames of increasing diameter ($D_{\text{frame}}$), hence enabling relative variations of the cathode area with respect to a constant sized anode ($D = 10 \, \mu\text{m}$, Fig. 4a). Figure 4b displays $H_{\text{center}}$ as a function of $D_{\text{frame}}$, confirming that the etching rate, and thus the height gradients, grows as $D_{\text{frame}}$ increases. This growth is extremely steep for $D_{\text{frame}} \leq 50 \, \mu\text{m}$. Further increase of $D_{\text{frame}}$ results in saturation of the measured nanopillar heights, slowly approaching the etching rate of the arrays connected to the surrounding metal film. When $D_{\text{frame}} = 50 \, \mu\text{m}$, the ratio between the cathode and the anode areas is a factor 24, whereas the amplification of the etching rate is approximately four-fold. Therefore, $h^+$ concentration can be amplified 4-fold at the etching front. These results indicate that the increase of $h^+$ concentration at the etching front does not follow a linear relationship with respect to the surrounding metal area. Instead, these results suggest the existence of an effective capture distance of approximately 40 $\mu\text{m}$ around the metal membrane that the injected $h^+$ can travel to amplify the MACE process. The high $h^+$ concentration amplification also provides an additional indication that the electrochemical reaction can follow the formation of an intermediate SiO$_2$ layer, thereby substantially decreasing the Van der Waals force.
Fabrication of gradients in arbitrary directions, and gradient amplification by controlled metal rupture

So far, we have demonstrated the generation and control of nanostructures arrays with radial height gradients, however, through geometrical manipulation of the nanohole array, other exciting nanopillar assemblies can be made. An eye-catching example is provided by a ring-shaped array (Fig. 5a), in which 2 circular clamping regions run along its inner and outer radius. Consequently, the resulting nanopillar arrangement describes a more complex gradient displaying the highest nanopillars along the circumference that is approximately equidistant to the inner and outer radius.

Another attractive method to tailor the height gradient direction is the controlled release of the mechanical tension at specific regions of the nanohole array perimeter using metal-free frames. Through careful geometric design of the nanohole arrays and frames, height gradients in arbitrary directions can then be created, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Herein, two squared arrays of nanopillars are shown, Fig. 5b and 5c, in which the nanohole array is flanked by a continuous frame along 3 or 2 opposite sides, respectively. The metal membrane that is only clamped at one side, results in a nanopillar array that exhibits a 1D height gradient with gradually increasing pillar heights that go from the clamp to the opposite frame. Interestingly the generated nanopillars are slightly inclined, as during MACE the metal film describes a hinge-like trajectory. Such inclination and the height gradient can be drastically increased in this configuration by exploiting the free plastic deformation of the metal membrane when it is clamped at just one border. In contrast, in the configuration of Fig. 5c, MACE results in a nanopillar array with a linear gradient in two opposite directions that exhibit the highest pillars along the line that is equidistant to the metal clamps. In this case, the mechanical clamps restrict the maximum achievable height gradient to the largest plastic deformation of the metal film before the rupture (ca. 3% for 20 nm thick gold layers).
Consequently, by combining the shape of the metal membrane with metal-free frames to release the mechanical stress, it is possible to generate height gradients in any desired direction.

Finally, to significantly increase the height gradients limited by the plastic deformation of the metal film, we show how the nanohole arrays can be designed to intentionally induce a controlled rupture of the metal layer at specific points. This effect can be achieved by the generation of regions with faster mass transport (i.e. higher etching rate) within the metal membrane, by locally increasing the size of the nanoholes or reducing their periodicity. As illustrated in Fig. 5d, the higher degree of perforation along the central line of nanoholes results in a controlled rupture of the metal membrane along this line during MACE, breaking it in two equal parts. After the rupture, both array halves are solely clamped from their respective lateral sides, causing them to free bend as if they were two hinges. As a result, the obtained nanopillars are vertical in the top part, and there is a sudden and strong change of the inclination of the nanopillars at a specific height, which corresponds to the position of the metal membrane where it broke in two parts. But more importantly, the suppression of the two-sided clamping assures a much faster etching rate, yielding much larger nanopillars.

This innovative nanofabrication strategy to generate high aspect ratio nanostructures with a 20-fold on-chip height variation in a single and very fast MACE process offers significant improvements in terms of spatial resolution, size, shape (Supporting information S7) and height range compared to the very few existing nanofabrication techniques that enable the generation of height gradients. This nanofabrication method can find remarkable technological applications. From the nanophotonics perspective, the silicon nanopillar arrays with height gradients could be employed to develop pioneering metalenses.[17-20] The arrays with radial height gradients could be used to focus collimated light into small spots, and as lenses whose focal length and spectral response can be tuned on-chip through the height gradient, diameter and periodicity of the nanopillars. Since the
MACE process is not restricted to circular nanoholes, the change of the nanohole shape can yield highly anisotropic nanopillars (Supporting information S7) with potential polarization dependent optical effects. Moreover, the geometry of the nanopillar array with height gradients could be used to focus the light in arbitrary shapes (such as lines, rings...). On the other hand, the variation of the mechanical properties of the nanopillars within the arrays, i.e. the spring constant and resonant frequency, can also find attractive nanophononic applications.[21-23] In the particular case of Fig. 3B (P = 300 nm, D_n = 220 nm, D = 40 µm), the resonant frequency of the nanopillars is fine-tuned from 0.3 GHz to 5 GHz in a distance as short as 20 µm. This large variation could be employed to control the propagation direction and even to focus surface and volumetric acoustic phonons. To add more technological interest, the silicon nanopillar arrays with height gradients can be replicated in other materials, such as polymers (Supporting information S8), metals..., which greatly expands the range of optical, mechanical, electronic and magnetic properties that can be achieved for the development of novel nanodevices and applications.
Methods: Nanofabrication of the perforated metal membranes and MACE parameters

First, a titanium/gold bilayer (0.5 nm/20 nm) is evaporated on top of piranha-cleaned silicon wafers (100) via electron beam physical vapor deposition (EBPVD), after which a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA 950 K, 6% in Anisole) resist layer is spin coated on top of it (4000 rpm: thickness $\approx$ 300 nm). Then, electron beam lithography (EBL) is used to pattern circular, rectangular or ring-shaped arrays of nanoholes into the resist, using the dose that defines a single nanohole as the variable that controls the hole diameters. The frames (width $\approx$ 500 nm) that surround the nanohole arrays are included during the EBL patterning. After EBL exposure the resist is developed during 40 s in a mixture of methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) at a ratio of 1:3, respectively, a process that is stopped by subsequently immersing the chip in IPA, after which it is blown dry under a gentle flow of N$_2$. Next, the patterned PMMA layer is used as a mask for the removal of the exposed gold inside the holes – and if present, also the frames - by means of a directional argon sputtering treatment (ICP RIE, power 1000 W, chuck power 25 W, pressure 1 Pa, flow 20 sccm, time 50 s). Although during this process the approximately 300 nm thick exposed PMMA layer is strongly damaged, it is still sufficiently thick in order to act as a buffer that protects the gold that resides underneath it. Subsequently, the remaining PMMA is removed via an oxygen plasma (ICP RIE power 500 W, pressure 1 Pa, flow 20 sccm, time 240 s), leaving a 20 nm thick - hole-patterned layer of gold on top of the silicon substrate. Finally, silicon nanopillars are created via a highly anisotropic metal-assisted chemical etching protocol (MACE), through immersion of the sample into a mixture of H$_2$O (89.5%), H$_2$O$_2$ (0.5%) and HF (10%) for 2 min. The MACE is stopped by immersing the samples in water. Finally, the samples are transferred to IPA to minimize capillary effects upon drying under a gentle flow of N$_2$.

The use of this methodology for much thicker metal layers requires larger Ar sputtering times, and thus, PMMA buffer layers with increased thicknesses that protect the underlying gold during a longer time span. This condition strongly deteriorates our best possible EBL patterning resolution,
making this technique unemployable for the nanohole diameter used throughout this work. Hence, for experiments that require gold layers thicker than 20 nm, the nanohole arrays were patterned directly onto the metal film via Focused Ion Beam (FIB) patterning: titanium/gold bilayers were subjected to direct milling of an ion beam in order to create the nanohole arrays. We used a 30 kV Ga⁺ ion beam with a measured current of 6 pA. Nanostructures with lateral size smaller than 200 nm were milled in a single pass, while multiple (50) passes were performed for bigger structures to avoid metal redeposition. The dose needed to etch the full thickness of the metal layer was obtained from the following calibration of the gold etching rate \((r_e)\): for single pass processes, \(r_e = 19.5\) nm·cm²/mC, and for 50 passes ones, \(r_e = 18\) nm·cm²/mC. The beam was scanned in a meander way for rectangular-shaped nanoholes, and in a concentric path for circular ones. To mimic the conditions of the EBL-based samples, all chips were coated after FIB exposure with a layer of PMMA and subjected to an identical oxygen plasma treatment. Finally, the samples underwent the same MACE process as described above.
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**Figure Captions**

**Fig 1.** Circular arrays of silicon nanopillars with or without a radial height gradient. (A, B, C) SEM images obtained at $\theta = 30^\circ$ (top) and $\theta = 75^\circ$ (bottom) of identical circular silicon nanopillar arrays ($D = 10 \, \mu m$, $D_{nh} \approx 150 \, nm$, $P = 400 \, nm$, $t = 20 \, nm$), with (A) a radial height gradient ($H_{center} \approx 330 \, nm$), or without a radial height gradient, obtained with either (B) a closed metal-free frame ($H_{center} \approx 80 \, nm$), or (C) a quasi-closed metal-frame with a metal channel width of approximately 500 nm ($H_{center} \approx 340 \, nm$). All panes contain schematics depicting the initial pattern of perforations in the catalytic metal layer.

**Fig 2** Mechanics of the etching process. (A) Schematics displaying the forces governing the mechanics of the MACE process. The zoomed-in region shows the separation distance $s$ between the gold layer and the silicon substrate during MACE. (B) Comparison of theoretical van der Waals and mechanical forces. The continuous black, red, blue and magenta lines represent $F_{vdW}$ for $D$ equal to 5 $\mu m$, 10 $\mu m$, 20 $\mu m$ and 40 $\mu m$, respectively, assuming Au/Si interaction. The dashed lines represent the same $F_{vdW}$ assuming Au/SiO$_2$ interaction. In $F_{mech}$ plot, the black, red, blue and magenta filled squared are the forces for membrane diameters $D$ equal to 5 $\mu m$, 10 $\mu m$, 20 $\mu m$ and 40 $\mu m$, respectively, when the metal thickness is 20 nm. The open blue circles and triangles represent membranes with 20 $\mu m$ diameter and whose metal thickness are 50 nm and 100 nm, respectively.

**Fig 3.** Bending mechanics of circular nanohole arrays, analyzed as a function of their geometrical properties. (A) Measured nanopillar height at arrays center ($H_{center}$) for metal membranes as a function of the metal film thickness when the array diameter ($D$) is 20 $\mu m$, the nanohole diameter ($D_{nh}$) is 200 nm and the periodicity ($P$) is 400 nm. (B) Measured $H_{center}$ when the
gold film thickness is 20 nm, examined as a function of $D$ and $D_{nh}$ for $P$ equal to 300 nm, 400 nm and 500 nm. Calculated relative area deformation ($dA$) during MACE in previous geometrical conditions. (C) Experimental etching rate at the array center as a function of the edge-to-edge distance ($d_{ee}$) for metal membranes of $D$ equal to 5 and 40 µm with $t = 20$ nm, and their corresponding fit to Fick’s Law of diffusion.

**Fig. 4 Tunability of the MACE rate as a function of the available charge carriers during the etching process.** (A) SEM image that illustrates how nanopillar arrays can be isolated from the surrounding 20 nm thick gold film via the creation of a closed frame with a tunable diameter size, which in this particular case is given by $D_{\text{frame}} = 50$ µm. (B) Measured nanopillar height at array centers ($H_{\text{center}}$) for arrays ($D = 10$ µm, $P = 400$ nm, $t = 20$ nm) surrounded by closed frames, analyzed as a function of varying nanohole diameters ($D_{nh} \approx 150$ nm and $D_{nh} \approx 200$ nm) and frame diameters ($D_{\text{frame}}$). The continuous lines, specified for each analyzed value of $D_{nh}$, correspond to the values of $H_{\text{center}}$ for identical nanohole arrays not surrounded by any frame.

**Fig. 5 Nanopillar arrays with height gradients in arbitrary directions.** (A) Nanopillar array with ring-shape gradient, obtained by MACE using a ring shape array of circular nanoholes. (B) Nanopillar array with 1D gradient achieved by the mechanical stress release at three sides of the square array of nanoholes. (C) Nanopillar with two opposite 1D gradients, exploiting the release of the mechanical stress at two opposite sides of a rectangular array of nanoholes. (D) Controlled rupture of the catalytic metal film by using a line of nanoholes with smaller periodicity, to amplify the nanopillar height gradient.
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